ESTABLISHING THE
ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
CHAPTER 2
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CEQR requires all city agencies to determine whether discretionary actions they directly approve, fund, or undertake
nder
nderta
may significantly and adversely affect the environment. An action (or set of actions) is the vehicle that, if approved
pproved
proved by
the involved agency, would allow a project to proceed. Establishing the appropriate
for analysis of the
iate
te framework
fra
fr
project allows the lead agency to make reasonable conclusions with regard to thee project’s
likely effects.
determine
oject’s lik
like
cts.
ts. To determi
the framework, this chapter should be used in conjunction with the Environmental
ental
al Assessment
Assessme Statement
atement
ment (EAS) forms
f
(either the Short EAS Form or Full EAS Form), which contain a series of questions
estions
ons that serve
ser
se
to define the project
pro
and
provide to the lead agency the detail needed to assess it. As described in the
enhe SEQRA regulations,
re
r
tion
io actions requiring
re
vironmental review are considered either to be Unlisted or Type I. If the action is Un
Unlisted,, use of tthe Sho
Short
h EAS Form is
generally appropriate. If the action is considered to be Type I, use
EAS Form
required.
se off the Full EA
rm is requ
required The information
below may be used to define the project’s characteristics for analysis
alysis
lysis and guide
guid completion
pletion of either
eithe EAS form.

A. DEFINING THE ACTION FOR THE
TH ENV
NVIRONMENTAL
NMENTA ANALYSIS
100. CATEGORIES OF ACTIONS

—localized
ocalized actions,
act
ac
s
There are two broad categories of actions—localized
which include site-specific
actions and actions that apply
to small areas, and generic actions that
at apply
pply to entire
enti
ent neighborhoods
hborhoods or citywide. A Reasonable Worst Case Develhborhood
opment Scenario (RWCDS) of the project
roject
ect is often defined for analysis.
analysis The methods for establishing the RWCDS depend on the type of action(s) being
eingg reviewed. Further information
rm on on establishing a RWCDS is explained throughout
this chapter.
110. LOCALIZED ACTIONS
NS

111. Site-Specific
fic Actions
Actio
Site-specific
projects
cific
ific pro
p
cts are those
e proposed for a specific location, where approvals specific to the site are required
to allow
ow a particular
particu project
ec to
o proceed.
procee Examples of site-specific projects include, among others, a proposed
building
requires height
setback waivers, a change to the city map for a specific location (e.g., the mapilding
ing that requ
ght aand setba
setb
street), a special
ping of a stree
cial permit
perm for a public parking garage, approval of a solid waste transfer station, funding
cultural
facility,
of police stations or firehouses, or the granting of a revocable consent.
for a new cu
c
cility,
ity, the construction
co
physical charac
characteristics
The ph
phys
arac istics of
o site-specific projects are usually well-defined, and the proposed project is itself
generally
considered
gener
en
onsidered
dered to be the RWCDS, since in most cases no other potential development scenarios exist or any
additional
ad
al scenarios
cenarios are extremely limited in nature. This is explained further in Section 211, below.
112.
2. Actions that Apply to Small Areas
Projects
a rezoning or other change in generic city controls for the area in which the site is located
cts that require
r
are not considered
site-specific. A change in regulatory controls applying to a small area may allow a range of deon
velopment scenarios to occur.
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Examples that fall within this category include:
Rezoning of a block or several blocks;
Designation of an urban renewal area, or approval, alteration, or amendment of an urban renewal plan; or
Zoning text amendment(s) or changes to Special Districts affecting a limited number of geographic areas.
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These types of projects affect an area larger than an individual project site and have different environmental implications from site-specific projects. If approved, the change in regulations would allow development of a new
type, use, form, or density on sites other than the project site, and future development on those sites would
ould likely
likel
like
be able to proceed without need for further CEQR review.
Establishing the analysis framework for these types of projects involves developing
that
veloping
oping a RWCDS
R
hat
at captures the
th
upper range of development that would likely occur on both the project site
byy the project.
te and
d area affected
aff
project

120. GENERIC ACTIONS
"Generic" actions are programs and plans that have wide application
alternative
polication
n or affect
affec the range
ange
nge of
o future
fut
a
cies. Usually these actions affect the entire city or an area so large that si
site-specific
is not appropriecific description
descriptio
descri
ate. Examples of generic actions undertaken in the city include:
clude:
ude:
Zoning changes in one or more neighborhoods;

Citywide programs or master plans, such ass the
th Department
par
partm
of Sanitation’s solid
s
waste management plan
(SWMP);
Text changes to the Zoning Resolution
tion
n that may aaffect a wide area
area; or
o
Regulatory changes and local laws.
ws.

In the case of some generic actions,
rezonings, future
development
allowed under the action may proceed
ons, such as rez
ture deve
develo
as-of-right and without need for further CEQR
review. Other
actions, such as zoning text amendments
CE
her generic
g
that establish new special permit
mechanisms,, may require
mit mecha
equ future discretionary actions as a condition of develequi
opment that would be subject
review.. In eeither case, the generic environmental assessment is an
ect to further
furt
furth CEQR
QR revi
important planning tool.l. It allows the
t agency
ency to identify
iden
ident the range of impacts that may occur and to build into the
plan or program the appropriate
that future actions arising from the plan or program do
appropria mitigation,
gation,
on, thus ensuring
ens
not have the potential
whether or not they are subject to further CEQR review. As with acotential for significant
sig
nt impact,
mpact, whe
whet
tions that apply
generic actions require a RWCDS that captures the upper range of potential develp to small
mal areas,
a
opment..

200. IDENTIFYING
NTIFYING PROJECT
CT PURPO
URPOSE A
URP
AND NEED

Alll proposed
projects originate
planning process of some sort, whether undertaken by a public agency or a private
roposed proj
ginate
ate in a pl
seekingg government
as an applicant, and are intended to fulfill certain goals, objectives, or manparty that is se
gove ment approvals
a
Often, proposals
dates. Oft
Ofte
oposals
sals are
ar designed to meet public policies. Both the EAS and environmental impact statement (EIS)
require
project's purpose and need—essentially, the planning impetus behind the proposal. Clear
equire
uire a statement
ement
ent of the p
articulation
project's objectives also allows definition of appropriate alternatives to the project.
n of the project
210. PURPOSE
OSE AN
AND NEED FOR PUBLICLY AND PRIVATELY SPONSORED ACTIONS
The purpose of and need for the project should be explained clearly at the beginning of the EAS or EIS, allowing
the decision-makers to balance the goals of the project with environmental concerns, if any, in determining
whether the project should be approved. For city-sponsored projects, this statement of objectives or purpose
should be framed in terms of how the project meets public needs and responds to public policies, such as the
provision of affordable housing, siting of a new school in an underserved area, promotion of environmental sus-
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tainability, just several of many other city policies and goals. Proposals by private applicants should be framed in
terms of how the project would address the applicant’s goals for development.
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220. PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND THEIR ROLES IN DEFINING ALTERNATIVES
Defining the project's objectives is also important because it may help define the range of alternatives analyzed in
the EIS. The EIS considers a range of reasonable alternatives to the project that have the potential to reduce or
eliminate a proposed project’s impacts and that are feasible, considering the objectives and capabilities of the
project sponsor. Reasonable and feasible alternatives should not automatically be excluded from consideration
dera
derati
simply because the applicant has not proposed to pursue them. Choosing reasonable alternatives is discussed
iscussed
scussed in
detail in Chapter 23, “Alternatives.”

300. IDENTIFYING THE PROJECT FOR ANALYSIS AND ANALYSIS CONDITIONSS

310. DEFINING PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
The first step in an environmental assessment is to define project
Without ade
adequate definition of
jectt characteristics.
characteris
characteri
project characteristics, reasonable assessments cannot be made as to the project's
The amount of
ect's likely effects.
effec
eff
detail needed to make reasonable assessments dependss on
of action,
n the type o
on,, whethe
whether it iis localized or generic,
and Type I or Unlisted. The project definition also serves
persons and agenves to inform all interested
erested
rested and involved
in
inv
cies about the proposal and is typically contained in
the Short and Full EAS Forms
i a “Project
Project Description.”
D
ption.” Both th
provide the initial steps and questions for developing
oping
ng the
th project
oje description.
tion.

320. ESTABLISHING A REASONABLE WORST CASE
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO
ASEE DEVELOPM
CENARIO FOR
FO ANALYSIS
Discretionary actions sometimes permit
or development scenarios, to occur
rmit
mit a range of project
ect characteristics,
characteris
characterist
even though the action may be sought
development. From the range of possible
ought
ht in order to facilitate
itate a specific
spe
scenarios that are considered reasonable
nable and likely, the scenario with the worst environmental consequences is
chosen for analysis. This is considered
onsidered
nsidered to be
b the RWCDS,, the
t use of which ensures that, regardless of which scenario actually occurs, its impacts
those considered in the environmental review.
pacts
ts would be no worse
orse than
n thos
th
The environmental assessment
examines
the incremental
differences between the RWCDS of the future without
ssessment
ssment exa
ex
increm
the project in place
with the project in operation (With-Action condition).
ce (No-Action condition)
tion)
n) and the future
fu
f
The methods for
condition are described below in Section 410; Section
or determining the RWCDS
WCDS
DS for the No-Action
N
420 describes the
for determining
he methods
meth
etermining the RWCDS for the With-Action condition.

B. DEFINING
FINING
NIN ANALYSIS
YSI CO
YSIS
ONDITIONS

Once the
he project has been defined,
ned it
its effects
effe on its environmental setting may be considered. Regardless of the documentation
required (EAS
mentation
entation requ
requir
AS or EIS), the
th technical area being assessed, or the complexity of the analysis, the assessment
iss conducted un
under a three-part
set forth below. It should be noted that if the initial analysis indicates
t ee-part
-part framework,
ffra
there is no potential
po
p
al for significant
sig
s fican adverse impacts in a particular technical area, then only documentation of that findanalysis--is required for that technical area. For each technical area in which the potential for sigiing—and
ing
—and no further
rther analysis
nificant
the assessment includes:
ficant
can adverse
erse
rse impacts eexists,
exi
•

A description of
o existing conditions;

•

A prediction
predicti of the future without the project for the year that it would be completed and operational (NoAction
on condition); and

•

A prediction of the future with the project for the year it would be completed and operational (With-Action
condition).

Comparing the two future scenarios identifies the project's impacts on its environmental setting. For each technical
area being assessed, this same framework is used.
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100. CHOOSING THE ANALYSIS YEARS
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CEQR requires analysis of the project's effects on its environmental setting. For those projects that would be implemented quickly following approval, the current environment would be the appropriate environmental setting. However, proposed projects typically are completed and become operational at a future date, and therefore, the environmental setting is the environment as it would exist at project completion and operation. Consequently, future conditions must be projected. This prediction is made for a particular year, generally known as the "build year." The build
year is the year when the project would be substantially operational, since this is when the full effects of the proj
project
pro
would occur.
For some generic actions or small area rezonings, where the build-out depends on market
marke
mark conditionss and other vava
riables, the build year cannot be determined with precision. A build year ten (10)
0) years
ears in the future is generally consicon
dered reasonable for these projects as it captures a typical cycle of market conditions
represents the
nditions and
an generally
erallyy represen
outer timeframe within which predictions of future development may usually
speculation;
ally be made without
w
speculatio however,
h
generic actions that would facilitate large-scale development over a significant
area
wargnificant
ficant geographic
geogr
ar may
are
ay sometimes
som
rant build years beyond a ten-year horizon.

For phased projects, interim build years are assessed in addition to the final bu
build year
project is schear when the entire
een
duled to be completed. Interim build years are the first full yearr after each
Large-scale projects
eac phase
se is completed.
completed
comple
that would be constructed over a long period, with the different
elements
or occupied as they
ferent eleme
elemen becoming
coming
oming operational
operati
operat
are completed, often assess interim build years as well. These
Th
T
interim build years are often assessed to ensure that impacts are identified at the earliest points in which they
and that mitigations
hey would
woul occur
cu in the
he course
urse of development
dev
are implemented at that time, rather than at the complete
of the project,
may occur years later. Typimplete build-out
bui
buil
p ect, which
w
cally, one interim year is chosen, usually based
d on
n an estimate
estima of thee year when
wh
whe enough development to produce impacts requiring mitigation would have occurred.
rred.
red.

200. DEFINING THE STUDY AREA

For each technical area in which
must be defined for analysis. This is the geographic
h an impact may occur, a study
dy area
a
area likely to be affected by the proposed project
for a given
area, i.e., the area in which impacts of that type
p
g en technical
tec
could occur. Appropriate study
dy areas differ
d
dif depending
epending
pending on the technical area being analyzed. For urban design, for example, possible impacts
ts generally do not extend
xtend
nd beyond the
t area in which the project may be seen, while for traffic,
worsened traffic conditions
att intersections
distance away. Often, it is appropriate to use primary and
nditions may occur
oc
ersections some
s
secondary study aareas:
primary study area is ccl
closest to the project site and, therefore, most likely to be directly
as: the pri
affected; the secondary
away and receives less detailed scrutiny, but could experience indirect
secon y study
second
stud
d areaa is farther aw
effects, such
Discussions of the methodology for choosing an appropriate study area are
ch as change
changes to areaa trends.
nds. Dis
Discu
provided
technical analysis
d in
n each techn
nalysis
lysis chapter
c pter (Chapters 4 through 22). For a given technical area, the same study area is
used for the assessment
of existing,
No-Action, and future With-Action conditions.
assessm
xisting, ffuture
fut

300. EXISTI
XISTING CONDITIO
XIST
ONDITIONS
DIT

After
er the build
d year
ar and study
stud area have been established, the next step is to describe current conditions. This must be
performed
technical area that may be affected by the project. The assessment of existing conditions, which
fo
o
for each techn
can be measured,
or otherwise be tested in the field, establishes a baseline from which future conditions
easured, observed,
obse
may be projected.
ojected.
Assessment of existing
conditions may require data from other sources (such as the census), and, for some technical
e
areas, use of mathematical computation or modeling. Timeliness of data is also important. If the review process becomes prolonged because of changes in the proposed project or other difficulties encountered during the approval
process, changes in existing conditions may require further assessment.
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When performing studies of existing conditions, the conditions relevant to a “reasonable worst case“ analysis of the
effects of the project are generally selected for examination. For example, for transportation, the peak periods when
the greatest number of new vehicular, pedestrian, and transit trips to and from the site would occur are examined under current conditions. This could be on weekdays, 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 to 6:00 p.m., for a typical office building;
or on a weekend, Saturday 1:00 to 2:00 p.m., for a shopping complex. Then, the project effects are assessed for those
peak times to determine what might be the worst possible effects of the project that might reasonably occur. Detailed
guidance for establishing the appropriate peak hours for analysis for a transportation analysis may be found in Chapter
16, “Transportation.”
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400. CONSTRUCTING A REASONABLE WORST CASE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO

A Reasonable Worst Case Development Scenario is broadly defined as the potential
development under
ential
al develop
nder both the future No-Action and With-Action conditions that is used to determine the change
permitted development
created by
nge in permitte
elopment
pment creat
a discretionary action. The first step in constructing a RWCDS is generallyy to
development in
o estimate tthe projected
ected deve
develop
the future without the project (sometimes also referred to as the No-Action
ction
n condition
condition) for the
he aarea directly affected by
the proposed project as well as the study area as a whole. The RWCDS
observed
condition
CDS analysis ta
ttakes the
hee existing
exis
se
and adds to it known or expected changes in order to arrive at a reasonable estimate
conditions. After the
es
e
e of future con
baseline condition is established in the future without the project,
and comoject,
ct, the RWCDS
RWCD for the project is established
e
pared to the No-Action condition for the environmental assessment.
on developing
essment. Guidance
Guid
developin tthe RWCDS for the both
the No-Action and With-Action condition is below. Additionally,
of City Planning (DCP)
ally, the New
Ne York
rk City
ty Department
Departm
may be used as a resource to help construct a RWCDS..
410. THE FUTURE WITHOUT THE ACTION (NO-ACTION
CONDITION))
ACTION
TION COND
The existing environmental setting is used
sed as the basis
basi from
m which future cconditions without the proposed project
are then predicted. This prediction is made for the
would be completed, using the data about exth year the project wo
isting conditions together with information
about expected
nformation
rmation abo
ab
ted future ggrowth and development. The scenario of the
future without the proposed project (No-Action
condition) provides
a baseline condition against which the incre(No-Ac
provi
mental changes generated
project may b
be evaluated.
For a phased project, the No-Action conditions do
d byy the projec
alua
aluate
not contain any part off thee project, sso thatt the accumulating
increment of the project phases may be assessed
ac mula
and disclosed. For example,
is proposed with build years 5 and 10 years hence. The
mple, assume
assum a two-phased
wo-phased
o-phased project
p
pro
future without the
he project/No-Action
project/No-A
project/No
condition
dition would
wou present conditions 5 and 10 years into the future, in both
cases without the project. TThat is, thee No-Action condition for the second phase would not contain the project's
first phase.
For environmental
impact
statements,
vironmenta
ronme
m
tements, the No-Action condition also appears in the examination of alternatives,
sincee a No-Action option
must
o
mus always
ways be
b available to the decision-maker. The No-Action alternative compares the
impacts
without the project.
mpacts
cts of the project
p
t to future
utur cconditions
d

future No-Action
A futur
No
condition
ndition is cconstructed for all projects, whether for site-specific actions, actions that apply to
actions.
Although it may not be possible to present the future No-Action for a generic aca small aarea, or generic
gene
gen
action
actio
tion
on aat the same
me level of detail as for site-specific actions or actions that apply to a small area (e.g., details of
building design
unavailable when considering the future No-Action condition in a large rezoning
bu
sign are typically
typ
area),, it is generally possible in the case of generic actions to provide an estimate of the amount, type, approximate
location, and
atee location
a overall massing/form of future development. The general framework of impact analysis—
comparing
aring the future without the project to the future with it—thus applies equally to both site-specific and generic assessments.
ess
The information that may be factored into developing a RWCDS scenario for the No-Action condition includes expected development, growth factors, and other expected changes. Each is discussed in turn below.
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KNOWN PROJECTS

These may include developments that are under construction, planned, or proposed, and are collectively termed No-Action projects. The following factors should be considered to determine whether
a project should be included as a No-Action project:
Whether the project requires discretionary approvals and the status of that approval
process should be considered in determining the appropriateness of including the project in the NoAction condition.

APPROVAL PROCESS.
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FINANCING AND TIMING OF PROJECT. If a project has been granted its required approvals or is an as-of-right
s-of
sof-rig
-rig
project that has been publicly announced, but construction has not commenced
according to schedule,
mm
market conditions have changed, etc., the project may not be appropriate
ropriate
priat to include as a No-Action
project if as a result it is unlikely to occur by the build year.

SOFT SITES OR NO-ACTION SITES

Sometimes, projections of development on "soft sites" are appropriate.
ropriate. Soft
So
S sites
es aree sites where
wh
a
specific development is not currently proposed or being planned,
to
ned, but may
ma reasonably
sona be expected
sonably
e p
expe
occur by the projected build year. In other words, it may
development
ay be appropriate
appropria to project
roject that
t
d
would occur on a site under existing zoning on an “as-of-right”
basis in
condi“as-off-right” ba
“as
b
n the future No-Action
No
tion. An assumption that development would occur
ccur on an “as-of-right”
“as
ht” basis in the
t future No-Action
condition must be supported in the analysis based
consideration
factors
described besed on consid
on of relevant fa
f
low. The No-Action condition for a site is not
development
ot automatically
a matica equivalent
ivalent to its
it maximum
m
capacity under existing zoning, but is the
projected dev
development
he future
uture p
pment that
th may reasonably be expected to occur on that site by the build
uild year.

The following
ng factors should
shou be considered
sidered whe
w
when evaluating whether some amount of
constructe by the
he build year. No one factor is determinative and these
development would likely be constructed
general indicators may be less applicable
in some areas
applic
app
are than others. Therefore, each factor below
d in both the context
co
c
an in terms of how it would affect the likelihood
should be considered
of the area and
and amount of development
evelopment
elopment on sites in the future:
utu
SOFT SITE CRITERIA.

The uses and bulk allowed:
ed: Bui
Bu
Buildings
ngs built to substantially less than the maximum allowable
loorr area ratio (FAR) under the ex
eexisting zoning are considered “soft” enough such that there
floor
would likel
be sufficient
likely b
ficient
nt incentive to develop in the future, depending on other factors specific
to the are
area, listed
ed below;
elow; and
Sizee o
of the development site:
s
Lots must be large enough to be considered “soft.” Generally,
lots with a small lot ssiz
size are not considered likely to be redeveloped, even if currently built to
substantially
tantiall
ntia less
esss than
es
th the maximum allowable FAR. A small lot is often defined for this purtha
pose
ose as 5,000
5,00 square feet or less, but the lot size criteria is dependent on neighborhood specificc trends,
ends, and common development sizes in the study area should be examined prior to establishing
ing
ng this criteria.

Iff sites
both of the criteria above, the likelihood that the site would be developed in the future
es meet b
should be determined by considering the following:
without the project
p
•

The amount and type of recent as-of-right development in the area;

•

Recent real estate trends in the area;

•

Recent and expected future changes in residential population and employment in the
study area;

•

Government policies or plans, such as a building on site being identified for a landmark
designation, that may affect the development potential of a site or sites;

•

Site specific conditions that make development difficult; and
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•

Issues relating to site control or site assemblage that may affect redevelopment potential.

Existing buildings that would require little or no reinvestment in order to convert to
the use permitted under the action provide the greatest potential to be redeveloped and are often considered as part of the RWCDS.

CONVERSION SITES.

The following uses and types of buildings that meet the soft site criteria are typically excluded from development scenarios because they are unlikely to be redeveloped as a result of thee proposed project:
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EXCLUDED SITES.

•

Full block and newly constructed buildings with utility uses, ass these
th
the uses are often
en difficult to
to
relocate;

•

Long-standing institutional uses with no known development
opment
ment plans; or

•

Residential buildings with six (6) or more units constructed
1974. These buildings
are
onstructed
ructed before
bef
be
bu
b
likely to be rent-stabilized and difficult to legally
re-location
requireally demolish due
d to
o tenant
tenan
ten
e-loca
ments.

GROWTH FACTORS

No-Action analyses of some technical areas, such
ch as traffic, may
m employ
mploy
ploy a background
backg
backgro
growth factor
n the future. Such
S
rowth factors may
m be used in the abto account for a general increase expected in
growth
sence of, or in addition to, the traffic attributable
projects.
on No-Action
ibutable
utab to known
kn
kno
ects. More information
in
analyses for each technical area is found
nd in
n each of the
t technical
hnica chapters
hnical
pter of this Manual.
pters
OTHER EXPECTED CHANGES

No-Action analyses should also
o consider any
an other future changes that would affect the environmental setting, such as changess in technology.
technology For example, aan eexpected increase in the proportion of
vehicles with pollution controls
and is accounted for in the
ols affects carbon monoxide
noxide concentrations
cco
air quality analyses. Other examples
examp
example of changess to be considered include roadway improvements,
implementation off recycling,
cycling, and changes
ges to
t city
ty policies.
po
p li

SITE-SPECIFIC NO-ACTION
O-ACTION
CTION SCENARIOS
SCENA

Sometimes,
es, private appl
ap
applicants state
te an inten
intention to develop their property in the future, with or
without approval of a proposed
osed project. In
I these cases, the lead agency should consider the reasonableness
applicant’s
development scenario by utilizing the relevant factors listed
ne of the
he ap
a
nt’s No-Action
No-Action d
under
nder “So
““Soft Site Criteria.”
a.” If the lead
lea agency determines it is reasonable to assume that the applistated No-Action
occur in the future without the proposed project, the scenacant’s
nt’s state
cti scenario
ctio
cenario would
w
scenario for analysis purposes.
rio would constitute
itutee the
th No-Action
N Ac

circumstances,
and the other factors noted above may indicate a strong possibility of more than
In rare circu
es, trends an
clearly distinct
scenario. In such circumstances, the No-Action assessment should present a
one clear
cle
tinct
nct future
ure No-Action
NoNo
the likelihood of the occurrence of each, and identify a corresponding range of inrange
nge of possibilities,
ssibilities,
ilities describe
d cr
crements
No-Action and With-Action scenarios.
cre
between
een the various
v

420. FUTURE
TURE
URE WITH THE
TH PROPOSED ACTION (WITH-ACTION CONDITION)
The future
with the proposed project, also known as the With-Action condition, is assessed and compared with
uture wi
the No-Action
scenario. This assessment is performed for the same technical areas, using the same study areas,
ct
as the existing and No-Action assessments, and the factors used to determine the RWCDS for the future with the
project are described below for both localized and generic actions.
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421. Localized Actions
421.1. Reasonable Worst Case Development Scenarios for Site-Specific Actions
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Site-specific projects may be the simplest to define because the physical development or uses permitted by the action typically relate exclusively to the project being proposed (i.e., a special permit
for a particular site). The location and physical dimensions of the project must be presented, including the blocks and lots affected (or, if relevant, GIS shapefiles may also be provided). The project
should be described in some detail, including proposed uses, site plan, design approach, and appearance of the proposed buildings, as appropriate. If a project is considered a Type I action, more detail
tail
may be required about certain aspects of the project to determine the app
appropriate framework
ap
orkk for
analysis.

In addition, certain aspects of the project may require more detailed
upon the poed information
formation based
b
p otential effects expected. For example, projects in historic districts
involving changes
historic
ricts or involvi
involvin
anges to histor
buildings would require a more detailed explanation of the proposed
architectural
features
osed archit
arch
atures because
bec
be
an important aspect of the analysis would assess any proposed
architectural
posed
ed changes to thee existing
existi
ex
archit
context. Timing and schedule of the project, including construction
should alnstruction and
an
a operation
eration
ration phases,
phas
p
so be described.
In some cases involving site-specific projects, thee applicant’s pr
proposed
ed use or design
desig of the proposed
des
development may only constitute one potential scenario of many thatt would be permitted by the action. For instance, a proposed zoning change
ange
nge applicable
a icable
icab to thee site only may
ma allow for commercial
m
and/or residential use, whereas the applicant’s
intention
a solely residential develpplicant’s
cant’s stated
sta
st
ntio is to build
b
opment. Alternatively, the applicant’s
buildingg design may
nt’s proposed
roposed b
m be
b of a smaller size than what
could be built pursuant to the proposed
instances, a likely, reasonable scenario is
roposed zoning.
zoning
zonin In these
se instan
instance
chosen for analysis.

The following describes circumstances
rcumstances
mstances in
i such cases
es when tthe proposed project defines the Reasonable Worst Case Development
Scenario:
pment Scenario
THE PROJECT ITSELF DEFINES
NES AN UPPE
UP
UPPER RANGEE OF P
PERMITTED
MIT
MITTED
DEVELOPMENT FOR THE SPECIFIC PROJECT

As an example,, if an applicant
applican seekss a special permit that would allow up to fifty (50) parking spaces
on a site because
ecause he/she plans to
o construct a 50-space parking lot, the proposed project and the
RWCDS would be the same.
sa
s

THE PROPOSED
PR
PRO
ED ACTIONS
ACTIO
CTI
WOULD
ULD ALLOW FOR SCENARIOS WITH WORSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS THAN THE SPECIFIC PROJECT
PROPOSED,
ROPOSE BUTT THOSE
TH
NARIOS ARE SHOWN
SHO
SCENARIOS
TO BE UNLIKELY OR INFEASIBLE IN THE CIRCUMSTANCES

Some
ome factor
facto
factors or circumstances
rcum
cu
ances th
tha
that could make a development scenario unlikely or infeasible include
site condi
condit
uch
h as:
as
conditions
such

Constraints
traints
ints created
create
creat by the configuration of the parcel, location of streets, or subsurface or
topographical
topo
opo phical cconditions;
Market cconditions;

Adjac
Adjace
Adjacent
uses and conditions, which could affect market perception and demand, particularly
iff th
they are incompatible with the proposal; or
The type or density of development or activity that is typical in the particular area and borough.

Take as an example an application in Manhattan for a rezoning from M1-6 to C4-7 in order to develop
a proposed mixed-use, primarily residential building. The rezoning is requested because residential
use is not permitted in the existing M1-6 district and the owner proposes to build a residential building. Both the M1-6 and C4-7 districts permit office development at an FAR of 10, but the M1-6 disCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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trict also provides for an as-of-right plaza bonus to an FAR of 12. An office use usually represents the
“worst case” scenario for traffic and mobile source air quality. However, the office option may be unlikely because, due to the relatively small size of the development site, typical office floor plate sizes
could not be achieved. The proposed zoning change would, therefore, produce new development,
but it would likely contain a substantial proportion of residential use. Therefore, the proposed residential project, perhaps with some office space, would form the reasonable worst case for the environmental assessment.
ADDITIONAL ACTIONS OR CONTROLS WOULD RESTRICT DEVELOPMENT TO THE SPECIFIC PROJECT
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In certain cases, an applicant seeking a discretionary approval is required to build a project in accoracco
ccorr
dance with detailed specifications set forth elsewhere, such as in a companion
discretionary approval
panion
nion d
being requested at the same time, a restrictive declaration, a lease or other
agreement between the
ther agree
agre
project sponsor and the city, or design and use restrictions under urban
ban renewal
renewa plans.
s. For
or example,
example
concurrent with a rezoning that permits a range of uses and building
uilding
ing envelopes,
envelop an applicant
pplicant may
m also seek a large-scale permit that would use less than the maximum
mum floor aarea permitted
perm
er
ed by the
th proposed zoning, and the large-scale permit would specify the use, floor
bulk,
floo area, building
build
ffootprint,
pr
height, and setbacks for each planned building, as welll as the location
locati and amount of open
ope space and
parking. In this case, the project is limited by the restrictions
therefore, the project
estrictions
trictions in the
th permit,
mit, and therefo
and the reasonable worst case may be the same,
e, depending in part on the extent
exten to
t which development without use of the large-scale permit is possible.
ssible.
Sometimes, specific project components aree proposed
pro
prop d aas part of the project from the initial stages or
in the course of ongoing developmentt of project fe
These often
ffeatures.. Thes
ten iinclude features that seek to
reduce environmental effects. Such
ch component
components may be assumed
assume in the environmental analysis of
the project, and reflected in thee RWCDS and thus factor
of the impact analyses,
actor in the conclusions
cco
provided they are also incorporated
with mechanisms for their implemenporated
ated into the
th project
ject
ect approvals w
tation.

421.2. Reasonable Worst Case
se Development Scenarios for Actions
Act
Acti
that Apply to Small Areas

Projects are often
n proposed
oposed that
th would
d faci
facilitate
te both
bot a site-specific development and affect multiple
blocks or portions
neighborhoods.
ionss of neighbo
neighb
ds. For those
thos
tho lots where no site-specific development is proposed,
the projectt would allow subsequent,
s
quent,
ent, undefined
undefin future projects to proceed, often without further
CEQR review.
Consequently, thee environmental
assessment for the regulatory change must consider
view. Consequ
environm
environme
the change
nge in development
develo
de
nt potential for
fo all the sites. Although the physical form of a future project
may
must be identified for the analysis. This is done by preay be unknown,
u known
wn its potential
otential characteristics
charact
charac
likely, reasonablee scenarios
dicting
cting like
likel
scenar
scenario that could result if the project is approved and implemented.
realistic,
scenarios, the scenario with the worst environmental conseFrom this rrange of reali
rea
, reasonable
rea
quences should
ld be
e chose
chosen for analysis.

TThe reasonable
on e worst-case
worstworst-ca scenario in such situations must have enough detail to allow for environmentall analys
analysis
naly in
n each
ea impact category. The description of the reasonable worst-case scenario
should
uld include
nclude the
th buildings that could be built on a site in terms of their square footage, use, height,
and bulk, and,
and as
a above, provide more information if needed for a specific technical area. As an example, for a proposal where commercial use has been determined to be the reasonable worst case, it
necessary to determine the type of commercial uses that would represent the worst case
may be n
scenario, depending on the market trends that have been observed in the surrounding area. To illuscenar
strate, because the type of commercial use or mix of uses affects the trip generation in the transportation analysis, and thus, has the potential to affect the potential for traffic impacts, it should be considered whether the commercial use would consist exclusively of office use or whether the development would likely include a mix of office and some other type of commercial use, such as a hotel,
“destination” retail, or other uses. It is also possible that the RWCDS may differ according to impact
category: for example, in the case of a rezoning proposal that would allow either commercial or resi-
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dential uses, commercial/office use would generate the highest number of transportation trips, but
residential use would generate greater demands on local schools and publicly-accessible open space.
In this case, two analysis scenarios would be appropriate if both residential and commercial development are reasonably likely to occur and both a predominantly residential and predominantly
commercial scenario are possible.
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For proposals where residential use has been determined to be the reasonable worst case, it is generally necessary to estimate the number of apartment units that would be built. For instance, trips
are estimated on a per-unit basis when calculating the trips generated by the project in the transporrtation analysis. Consequently, the number of units assumed should be the greatest that can fit in
n the
th
hypothetical building and conform to zoning regulations, i.e., small unitss wo
would be assumed
wou
d for the
analysis. However, if it is clear that small units are not the norm in the
and would not
he neighborhood
neighbor
neighborh
be likely to be marketable, fewer, larger units may be assumed.

For actions that apply to small areas, specific criteria are often
n used
ed to define the location
ation and denside
ty of development that is projected as a result of the proposed
posed
ed project. The type
typ of development
develo
that is projected depends on the nature of the project that
proposed
it is a rehat is being pr
pro
d (e.g.,
(e.g.,, whether
(e.g.
whe
zoning for residential, commercial or manufacturingg uses), taking
observed
market
takin into account obse
ob
trends and reasonable forecasting. These general criteria
teria are described
des
d in the context of determining
“soft sites,” discussed above in Section 410, which
development as
ich may help tto define
ne the projected
projecte
projec
a result of the project. Sites that would meet
ee the
he “Soft Site
Si Criteria”
teria” above, as
a a result of the proposed project are often considered alongg with the
part of the RWCDS for the
t site-specific
site
site-s
project as p
pa
With-Action condition.

422. Generic Actions
For generic actions, specific details aboutt the kind of development
velopment that might reasonably be expected are often not available, or considering each
would be redundant or impossible
h particular
particula site thatt could be affected
af
because of the scale of the project.
sufficient detail regarding the overall
roject. However,
Howeve the RWCDS must include
i
amount, type and location
to allow for impact analysis in density-related impact
n of projected development
d
categories (e.g. traffic orr schools).
impact categories,
the RWCDS may include, as appropriate:
hools). For
Fo other impac
ate
atego

"Typical" cases,
es, i.e.,
i.e., several descriptions
iptions
ptions similar
simila to those in a localized action for cases that may reasonconditio and impacts
mpacts
acts of the eentire proposal; and/or
ably typifyy the conditions
A discussion
sion of the
t rrange of conditions u
under which the action(s) may take place, so that the full range
of impacts
impa may be
impac
b identified.
tifie
tified.

Specific
are often used
cific
fic criteria ar
use
us to
o define the location and density of development that is projected as a result
off thee proposed project.
ct. The type
typ of development that is projected depends on the nature of the project that
is being pro
proposed (e.g.,
propo
e.g.,, whether it
i is a rezoning for residential, commercial or manufacturing uses), taking into account
observed
trends and reasonable forecasting. These criteria are described in detail in the
acco
erv market tr
context
ontext of determining
etermini
rmin
“sof sites,” discussed above in Section 410, which may help to define the projected
“soft
development
dev
deve
ent ass a result of the project. Sites that would meet the “Soft Site Criteria” above, as a result of the
proposed
often considered the RWCDS for the With-Action condition.
p
ed project are o
423.
Determining a Reasonable Amount of Future Development
3. Determinin
Determin
For both
actions that apply to a small area and generic actions, a number of sites in the area to be rezoned
th acti
may meet the basic “soft site” criteria identified above (significantly underbuilt and of sufficient lot size to
support development); however, it may be unlikely that all such sites would be developed as a result of the
project because the overall market may not support that amount of new development. Consequently, it is often appropriate to categorize soft sites in the future With-Action as either “projected” or “potential” sites.
Projected development sites are defined as those sites that are more likely to be developed as a result of the
proposed project. The number of “projected” sites is determined by an evaluation of the likely reasonable
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maximum amount of development that may be expected in the period between the adoption of the project
and the build year. Potential sites are defined as sites that could be developed but have been determined to
have less development potential than the projected development sites, based on observed historic and current market conditions, location, site configuration, proximity to transit, infrastructure and other facilities,
and other factors that affect the likelihood that they would be developed under the proposed project. Based
on the estimated likely reasonable maximum amount of development that may be expected by the build year,
it is further assumed that if that development does not occur on all the projected development sites to the
degree projected, the same overall amount of development would nonetheless occur, but with some of it ococc
curring on a number of potential development sites instead.
Because development of potential sites is less likely to occur, it is therefore nott included
in the total
incl
inclu
al amount
of development predicted to occur as a result of the proposed project. Consequently,
nsequently,
quently, typical CEQR
EQR
QR practice
analyzes projected sites for both density-related and site-specific impacts,
cts, whereas
hereas potential
po
al sites are anaan
ana
lyzed for potential site-specific impacts only. Density effects are those
increase or
e that
at occur as a resultt of an increas
decrease in the population living in or going to and from a specific site or area, due
du to a change
ch ge in the amount
a
or type of development in the area. Site-specific effects are attributable
building’s
design
ibutable
able to a bu
g’s specific
speci
s
d i and lodesig
cation.

500. DEFINING PROJECT INCREMENTS

For most technical areas, the projection of the With-Action
cti condition
ctio
ondition involves
ves a calculation
calculatio of the numeric increment
that the project would add to the No-Action condition
ion under
unde thee RWCDS—the
R
S he number of new residents, new vehicle
trips, new students in the school system, or additional
wastewater flows
tional
al wastew
ows to a water
ate pollution control plant, for examater
ple. The Project Description table in the Full EASS Form presents
thee No Build,
pres
Buil Build and Increment information for a
project. For other areas, where quantitative
as land use or neighborhood characvee predictions are
a inappropriate—such
appropriate
ppropria —su
s
ter—more qualitative assessments of thee project's
the With-Action condition to the Noroject's effects
effec
effe aree made by comparing
comp
Action condition. Methodologies for
or determining
etermining this information
rmation are
a set forth in the technical analysis chapters
(Chapters 4 though 22).

600. DETERMINING IMPACT
MPACT
CT SIGN
SIGNIFICANCE
IGN
ANCE
CE

The next step is to assess
ess whether the
th project
jectt increment would result in significant adverse impacts. Significant adverse impacts are substantial
changes in environmental
ubstantial chan
chang
vironmenta conditions that are considered adverse under CEQR thresholds
and assessments.. The
he impacts
mpac discussion
ssion may also,
also but is not required to, focus on the beneficial as well as adverse
impacts of thee project;
in either
case,
condition is the basis for comparison. Where significant adverse
projec
proj
eit
i
se, the No-Action
No-Act
impacts aree identified, the lead
d agency
ency must
mu consider mitigation measures that would mitigate the impact to the
greatestt extent
practicable.
xtent practica
practic

Many
quantitative
thresholds for what constitutes a significant impact; others require a more
nyy technical are
aareas provide
ovide
de quantit
quantita
judgmental
The qualitative and quantitative information is used, as applicable, to deterudgmental and
a qualitative
itat e assessment.
assessm
mine the likelihood
like
d that
hat an
a impact
mpac
pac would occur, the timeframe in which it would occur, and its significance.
CEQR
requiress that
for impact be given a "hard look"—that is, the environmental review cannot simply
EQR
QR re
at the potential
pote
acknowledge
be an impact; it must consider the likelihood and significance of that impact. Similarly,
ge that there might
m
the environmental
review
cannot simply dismiss the likelihood of expected impacts occurring without reasoned elaboronmental
nmental revi
r
ration. On
n the other
othe hand, the analysis should examine only those impacts deemed reasonably likely to occur, rather
than assess a checklist
of every conceivable impact.
che

The impact analysis must consider both direct and indirect environmental effects of a project. These are sometimes
called "primary" and "secondary" effects. Direct impacts are those that occur as a direct result of a proposed project—
for example, demolition of a historic building on the site or increased carbon monoxide levels because of projectgenerated traffic. Indirect impacts are generally wider-range consequences and include such effects as changes in land
use patterns that may result from a new development. The analysis must also consider short-term, long-term, and cuCEQR TECHNICAL MANUAL
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mulative impacts of the project. Short-term impacts are those that happen for a short duration (generally due to construction) as a result of the project; long-term impacts are similar to indirect impacts—effects on the character of the
community over the long-run, for example. Cumulative impacts are two or more individual effects on the environment
that, when taken together, are significant or that compound or increase other environmental effects. Generally, they
are the long-term impacts of either an individual action or a group of actions.
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